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The Twig Book Symfony
This book, authored by project and documentation leads Fabien Potencier and François
Zaninotto, serves as a complete guide to all aspects of Symfony. Readers are guided
through fundamental concepts such as installation, configuration, and security, followed
by thorough discussion of advanced concepts such as scaffolding, routing, caching,
and internationalization. Bundled with numerous tools for helping document, debug,
and test your applications, and developed in a manner encouraging agile development
principles, Symfony is sparking the imagination of thousands of developers around the
globe.
Learn the art of PHP programming through this example-rich book filled to the brim with
tutorials every PHP developer needs to know About This Book Set up the PHP
environment and get started with web programming Leverage the potential of PHP for
server-side programming, memory management, and object-oriented programming
(OOP) This book is packed with real-life examples to help you implement the concepts
as you learn Who This Book Is For If you are a web developer or programmer who
wants to create real-life web applications using PHP 7, or a beginner who wants to get
started with PHP 7 programming, this book is for you. Prior knowledge of PHP, PHP 7,
or programming is not mandatory. What You Will Learn Set up a server on your
machine with PHP Use PHP syntax with the built-in server to create apps Apply the
OOP paradigm to PHP to write richer code Use MySQL to manage data in your web
applications Create a web application from scratch using MVC Add tests to your web
application and write testable code Use an existing PHP framework to build and
manage your applications Build REST APIs for your PHP applications Test the behavior
of web applications with Behat In Detail PHP is a great language for building web
applications. It is essentially a server-side scripting language that is also used for
general purpose programming. PHP 7 is the latest version with a host of new features,
and it provides major backwards-compatibility breaks. This book begins with the
fundamentals of PHP programming by covering the basic concepts such as variables,
functions, class, and objects. You will set up PHP server on your machine and learn to
read and write procedural PHP code. After getting an understanding of OOP as a
paradigm, you will execute MySQL queries on your database. Moving on, you will find
out how to use MVC to create applications from scratch and add tests. Then, you will
build REST APIs and perform behavioral tests on your applications. By the end of the
book, you will have the skills required to read and write files, debug, test, and work with
MySQL. Style and approach This book begins with the basics that all PHP developers
use every day and then dives deep into detailed concepts and tricks to help you speed
through development. You will be able to learn the concepts by performing practical
tasks and implementing them in your daily activities, all at your own pace.
Leverage the power of Reactive Programming in PHP About This Book Develop an
interesting multiplayer browser game written in RxJS and re-implement it using RxPHP
Enhance existing reactive applications by building a CLI tool combining Symfony
Console Implement Gearman and Rabbit MQ for asynchronous communication Who
This Book Is For This book is aimed at people with a solid knowledge of PHP and
programming languages in general. We also assume they have at least a little
experience with other technologies such as JavaScript, Node.js, and others. What You
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Will Learn How to work with the RxPHP library and see what it offers via many
examples Use the RxPHP library in combination with Symfony Console The different
approaches to using Symfony3's Event Dispatcher component Test your reactive PHP
code using PHPUnit Analyze PHP source code and apply a custom set of rules by
building a CLI tool In Detail Reactive Programming helps us write code that is concise,
clear, and readable. Combining the power of reactive programming and PHP, one of
the most widely used languages, will enable you to create web applications more
pragmatically. PHP Reactive Programming will teach you the benefits of reactive
programming via real-world examples with a hands-on approach. You will create
multiple projects showing RxPHP in action alone and in combination with other libraries.
The book starts with a brief introduction to reactive programming, clearly explaining the
importance of building reactive applications. You will use the RxPHP library, built a
reddit CLI using it, and also re-implement the Symfony3 Event Dispatcher with RxPHP.
You will learn how to test your RxPHP code by writing unit tests. Moving on to more
interesting aspects, you will implement a web socket backend by developing a browser
game. You will learn to implement quite complex reactive systems while avoiding
pitfalls such as circular dependencies by moving the RxJS logic from the frontend to the
backend. The book will then focus on writing extendable RxPHP code by developing a
code testing tool and also cover Using RxPHP on both the server and client side of the
application. With a concluding chapter on reactive programming practices in other
languages, this book will serve as a complete guide for you to start writing reactive
applications in PHP. Style and approach This book will teach readers how to build
reactive applications in a step-by-step manner. It will also present several examples of
reactive applications implemented with different frameworks.
Over 60 hands-on recipes that get you acquainted with Drupal 8's features and help
you harness its power About This Book Discover the enhanced content authoring
experience that comes with Drupal 8 and how to customize it Take advantage of the
broadened multilingual and tools of the new version to provide an internationalized
website This step-by-step guide will show you how to deploy from development,
staging, and production of a website with Drupal 8's brand new configuration
management system Who This Book Is For The audience of the Drupal 8 Cookbook
have been using Drupal and are ready to get a grasp of what to expect in Drupal 8.
They have worked with Drupal as site builders, back-end developers, and front-end
developers and are eager to see what awaits when they start using Drupal 8. This book
will be a resource that allows them to get started and have a reference to building new
applications with Drupal. What You Will Learn Extend Drupal through contributed or
custom modules and themes Develop an internationalized website with Drupal's
multilingual tools Integrate third-party front-end and back-end libraries with Drupal Turn
Drupal into a web services provider using REST Create a mobile-first responsive
Drupal application Run SimpleTest and PHPUnit to test Drupal Understand the plugin
system that powers many of Drupal 8's new APIs to extend its functionality Get to grips
with the mechanics of the configuration management system and the ability to import
and export site configuration In Detail Began as a message board, Drupal today is open
source software maintained and developed by a community of over 1,000,000 users
and developers. Drupal is used by numerous local businesses to global corporations
and diverse organizations all across the globe. With Drupal 8's exciting features it
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brings, this book will be your go-to guide to experimenting with all of these features
through helpful recipes. We'll start by showing you how to customize and configure the
Drupal environment as per your requirements, as well as how to install third-party
libraries and then use them in the Drupal environment. Then we will move on to
creating blocks and custom modules with the help of libraries. We will show you how to
use the latest mobile-first feature of Drupal 8, which will help you make your apps
responsive across all the major platforms. This book will also show you how to
incorporate multilingual facilities in your sites, use web services and third-party plugins
with your applications from inside Drupal 8, and test and deploy your apps. Style and
approach This practical, recipe-based book will provide you with actionable techniques
and methods to improve your existing Drupal development skills.
Is your Java system setup to handle programming errors, or exceptions, gracefully and
with minimal impact on the user experience? Do you know how to setup assertions to
check your code? Do you know how to log events so that issues can be assessed and
debugged painlessly and easily? Help is at hand! Welcome to your 'Java Masterclass:
Java Exceptions, Assertions and Logging' - a concise, focused book designed to get
you up-and-running in this critical world of Java development and administration.Written
by leading Java Expert, Sam Alapati, and aimed at newcomers to the world of
exceptions, assertions and logging, this book cuts-to-the-chase in a logical and easy-tounderstand manner. Get under the hood and find out about declaring, throwing and
catching exceptions; what checked and unchecked exceptions mean; how to define
custom exception classes; why (and how) you should use assertions; the value and
power of logging; and much more! Even more experienced Java developers and
administrators should gain valuable information and knowledge from this book. In the
book, you will: > Learn about the different Types of Exception, and how to deal with
them elegantly > Dig deep into Exception Objects and learn how to Define Custom
Exceptions > Discover practical guidelines on the effective use of Exceptions, including
when to chain Exceptions > Sanity check your application code, using simple pass/fail
Assertion tests > Get to grips with java.util.logging, Log4J, and other logging
frameworks > Filled with lots of sample code, hints, tips and notes. Download the code
from the P8tech website for free
”Demystifies object-oriented programming, and lays out how to use it to design truly
secure and performant applications.” —Charles Soetan, Plum.io Key Features Dozens
of techniques for writing object-oriented code that’s easy to read, reuse, and maintain
Write code that other programmers will instantly understand Design rules for
constructing objects, changing and exposing state, and more Examples written in an
instantly familiar pseudocode that’s easy to apply to Java, Python, C#, and any objectoriented language Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About The Book Well-written object-oriented
code is easy to read, modify, and debug. Elevate your coding style by mastering the
universal best practices for object design presented in this book. These clearly
presented rules, which apply to any OO language, maximize the clarity and durability of
your codebase and increase productivity for you and your team. In Object Design Style
Guide, veteran developer Matthias Noback lays out design rules for constructing
objects, defining methods, and much more. All examples use instantly familiar
pseudocode, so you can follow along in the language you prefer. You’ll go case by
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case through important scenarios and challenges for object design and then walk
through a simple web application that demonstrates how different types of objects can
work together effectively. What You Will Learn Universal design rules for a wide range
of objects Best practices for testing objects A catalog of common object types Changing
and exposing state Test your object design skills with exercises This Book Is Written
For For readers familiar with an object-oriented language and basic application
architecture. About the Author Matthias Noback is a professional web developer with
nearly two decades of experience. He runs his own web development, training, and
consultancy company called “Noback’s Office.” Table of Contents: 1 ¦ Programming
with objects: A primer 2 ¦ Creating services 3 ¦ Creating other objects 4 ¦ Manipulating
objects 5 ¦ Using objects 6 ¦ Retrieving information 7 ¦ Performing tasks 8 ¦ Dividing
responsibilities 9 ¦ Changing the behavior of services 10 ¦ A field guide to objects 11 ¦
Epilogue
The first detailed, unbiased comparison of the three leading PHP frameworks Web
developers have been eager for an impartial comparison of leading PHP frameworks so
they can make educated decisions about the most effective tool for their needs. This
guide uses Symfony, CakePHP, and Zend Framework to solve key problems, providing
source code examples and comparisons for each. It explains the approach and reviews
the similarities and differences in the three frameworks, providing reliable information
on which to base your decisions. Symfony, CakePHP, and Zend Framework are
considered the leading PHP frameworks; developers need an unbiased comparison to
choose which one works best for their individual situations This guide uses each
framework to solve the same problems, illustrating the solutions with source code
examples and working applications Covers wide range of topics, from installation and
configuration to most advanced features like AJAX, web services and automated
testing. Includes an appendix of new PHP frameworks, including CodeIgniter, Lithium,
and Agavi Bestselling PHP author Elizabeth Naramore serves as technical editor
Comparison of PHP Web Frameworks provides the impartial, side-by-side comparison
that developers have been looking for.
Nuxt.js is a progressive web framework for adding SSR capabilities to Vue.js apps. This
practical guide will help you up and running with the fundamentals of Nuxt.js, how to
integrate it with the latest version of Vue.js and enable you to build an entire project
including authentication, testing, and deployment with Nuxt.js and Vue.js.
PHP is experiencing a renaissance, though it may be difficult to tell with all of the outdated
PHP tutorials online. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how PHP has become a fullfeatured, mature language with object-orientation, namespaces, and a growing collection of
reusable component libraries. Author Josh Lockhart—creator of PHP The Right Way, a popular
initiative to encourage PHP best practices—reveals these new language features in action.
You’ll learn best practices for application architecture and planning, databases, security,
testing, debugging, and deployment. If you have a basic understanding of PHP and want to
bolster your skills, this is your book. Learn modern PHP features, such as namespaces, traits,
generators, and closures Discover how to find, use, and create PHP components Follow best
practices for application security, working with databases, errors and exceptions, and more
Learn tools and techniques for deploying, tuning, testing, and profiling your PHP applications
Explore Facebook’s HVVM and Hack language implementations—and how they affect modern
PHP Build a local development environment that closely matches your production server
With lots of practical, hands-on, step-by-step examples, this book will lead you through how to
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extend and optimize your Symfony2 framework. If you have a good understanding of how
Symfony works and are now trying to integrate complex tasks in your application, or want to
better organize your application by keeping each piece of code where it belongs so it can be
decoupled and easily used elsewhere, then this book is for you.
Orchestrate the designing, development, testing, and deployment of web applications with
SymfonyAbout This Book- Create a robust and reliable Symfony development pipeline using
Amazon's cloud platform- Cut development and maintenance costs by defining crystal clear
features and possible scenarios for each feature before implementation- Follow detailed
examples provided in each chapter to create a task management application Who This Book Is
ForIf you are a PHP developer with some experience in Symfony and are looking to master the
framework and use it to its full potential, then this book is for you. Though experience with
PHP, object-oriented techniques, and Symfony basics is assumed, this book will give you a
crash course on the basics and then proceed to more advanced topics.What You Will LearnInstall and configure Symfony and required third-party bundles to develop a task management
application- Set up a continuous integration server to orchestrate automatic builds every time
you add a new feature to your project- Reduce maintenance costs dramatically using
Behaviour Driven Development (BDD)- Create a slick user interface using the Bootstrap
framework- Design robust business logic using Doctrine- Build a comprehensive dashboard
and secure your project using the Sonata project- Improve performance using Redis,
Memcache, and Varnish- Create customized Symfony commands and add them to your
consoleIn DetailIn this book, you will learn some lesser known aspects of development with
Symfony, and you will see how to use Symfony as a framework to create reliable and effective
applications. You might have developed some impressive PHP libraries in other projects, but
what is the point when your library is tied to one particular project? With Symfony, you can turn
your code into a service and reuse it in other projects.This book starts with Symfony concepts
such as bundles, routing, twig, doctrine, and more, taking you through the request/response
life cycle. You will then proceed to set up development, test, and deployment environments in
AWS. Then you will create reliable projects using Behat and Mink, and design business logic,
cover authentication, and authorization steps in a security checking process. You will be
walked through concepts such as DependencyInjection, service containers, and services, and
go through steps to create customized commands for Symfony's console. Finally, the book
covers performance optimization and the use of Varnish and Memcached in our project, and
you are treated with the creation of database agnostic bundles and best practices.Style and
approachA step-by-step guide to mastering Symfony while developing a task management
application. Each chapter comes with detailed examples.
Drupal 8 brought a release cycle that allows for new functionality to be added at a much faster
pace. This extends into the new shiny Drupal 9 release. However, this also means code
deprecations and changing architecture that you need to stay on top of. This book updates the
previous editions and includes the new functionality introduced in ...
Drupal 8 comes with a release cycle that allows for new functionality to be added at a much
faster pace. However, this also means code deprecations and changing architecture that you
need to stay on top of. This book updates the first edition and includes the new functionality
introduced in versions up to, and including 8.7.
This book takes you beyond the PHP basics to the enterprise development practices used by
professional programmers. Updated for PHP 5.3 with new sections on closures, namespaces,
and continuous integration, this edition will teach you about object features such as abstract
classes, reflection, interfaces, and error handling. You’ll also discover object tools to help you
learn more about your classes, objects, and methods. Then you’ll move into design patterns
and the principles that make patterns powerful. You’ll learn both classic design patterns and
enterprise and database patterns with easy-to-follow examples. Finally, you’ll discover how to
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put it all into practice to help turn great code into successful projects. You’ll learn how to
manage multiple developers with Subversion, and how to build and install using Phing and
PEAR. You’ll also learn strategies for automated testing and building, including continuous
integration. Taken together, these three elements—object fundamentals, design principles, and
best practices—will help you develop elegant and rock-solid systems.
Utilize the power of modular programming to improve code readability, maintainability, and
testability About This Book This book demonstrates code reusability and distributed
development to get high speed, maintainable, and fast applications It illustrates the
development of a complete modular application developed using PHP7 in detail This book
provides a high-level overview of the Symfony framework, a set of tools and a development
methodology that are needed to build a modular web shop application Who This Book Is For
This step-by-step guide is divided into two sections. The first section explores all the
fundamentals of modular design technique with respect to PHP 7. The latter section
demonstrates the practical development of individual modules of a web shop application. What
You Will Learn Discover the new features of PHP 7 that are relevant to modular application
development Write manageable code based on the GoF design patterns and SOLID principles
Define the application requirements of a working modular application Explore the ins and outs
of the Symfony framework Build a set of modules based on the Symfony framework that
comprise a simple web shop app Use core modules to set the structure and dependencies for
other modules to use Set up entities that are relevant to the module functionality and see how
to manage these entities In Detail Modular design techniques help you build readable,
manageable, reusable, and more efficient codes. PHP 7, which is a popular open source
scripting language, is used to build modular functions for your software. With this book, you will
gain a deep insight into the modular programming paradigm and how to achieve modularity in
your PHP code. We start with a brief introduction to the new features of PHP 7, some of which
open a door to new concepts used in modular development. With design patterns being at the
heart of all modular PHP code, you will learn about the GoF design patterns and how to apply
them. You will see how to write code that is easy to maintain and extend over time with the
help of the SOLID design principles. Throughout the rest of the book, you will build different
working modules of a modern web shop application using the Symfony framework, which will
give you a deep understanding of modular application development using PHP 7. Style and
approach This book is for intermediate-level PHP developers with little to no knowledge of
modular programming who want to understand design patterns and principles in order to better
utilize the existing frameworks for modular application development.
"Modern, efficient, and secure techniques for PHP professionals"--Cover.

Learn to create and customize impressive Drupal 8 modules to extend your website's
functionalities About This Book Unleash the power of Drupal 8 programming by creating
efficient modules and extensions Explore a plethora of Drupal 8 APIs and get the best
out of them using the power of PHP coding Learn to implement efficient data
management and data security by creating dedicated modules for it. Who This Book Is
For The primary target of this book is Drupal developers who want to learn how to write
modules and carry out development in Drupal 8. It is also intended for Drupal site
builders and PHP developers who have basic Object Oriented Programming skills. A
little bit of Symfony experience is helpful but not mandatory. What You Will Learn Write
a Drupal 8 module with custom functionality and hook into various extension points
Master numerous Drupal 8 sub-systems and APIs Model, store, and manipulate data in
various ways and for various purposes Display data and content in a presentable and
secure way Learn about the theme system and render arrays In Detail Drupal is an
open source web-based content management system (CMS) that can be used for
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building anything from simple websites to complex applications. It enables individuals
and organizations to build platforms that engage users and deliver the right content at
the right time. Drupal 8 is an exciting new development in the Drupal community.
However, the differences from the previous version are substantial and this can put
quite some pressure on Drupal 7 developers that need to catch up. This book aims to
help such developers in getting up to speed with Drupal 8 module development. The
book first introduces you to the Drupal 8 architecture and its subsystems before diving
into creating your first module with basic functionality. Building upon that, you will cover
many core APIs and functionalities available to module developers. You will work with
the Drupal logging and mailing systems, learn how to output data using the theme layer
and work with menus and links programmatically. Then, you will learn how to work with
different kinds of data storages, create custom entities, field types and leverage the
Database API for lower level database queries. Moreover, you will learn about the
Drupal 8 access system and caching layer as well as the APIs used for data processing
(queues and batches). You will further see how to introduce javascript into your module,
work with the various file systems and ensure the code you write works on multilingual
sites. Finally, you will learn how to programmatically work with Views, write automated
tests for your functionality and also write secure code in general. By the end of the
book, you will have learned how to develop your own custom module from scratch that
can help solve a small problem or even provide complex functionality. And who knows,
maybe you'll even contribute it back to the Drupal community. Style and approach This
book aims to introduce PHP developers to programming concepts specific to Drupal 8
to get them started on writing their own functionality with Drupal 8 and create efficient
Drupal 8 modules and extensions.
Orchestrate the designing, development, testing, and deployment of web applications
with Symfony About This Book Create a robust and reliable Symfony development
pipeline using Amazon's cloud platform Cut development and maintenance costs by
defining crystal clear features and possible scenarios for each feature before
implementation Follow detailed examples provided in each chapter to create a task
management application Who This Book Is For If you are a PHP developer with some
experience in Symfony and are looking to master the framework and use it to its full
potential, then this book is for you. Though experience with PHP, object-oriented
techniques, and Symfony basics is assumed, this book will give you a crash course on
the basics and then proceed to more advanced topics. What You Will Learn Install and
configure Symfony and required third-party bundles to develop a task management
application Set up a continuous integration server to orchestrate automatic builds every
time you add a new feature to your project Reduce maintenance costs dramatically
using Behaviour Driven Development (BDD) Create a slick user interface using the
Bootstrap framework Design robust business logic using Doctrine Build a
comprehensive dashboard and secure your project using the Sonata project Improve
performance using Redis, Memcache, and Varnish Create customized Symfony
commands and add them to your console In Detail In this book, you will learn some
lesser known aspects of development with Symfony, and you will see how to use
Symfony as a framework to create reliable and effective applications. You might have
developed some impressive PHP libraries in other projects, but what is the point when
your library is tied to one particular project? With Symfony, you can turn your code into
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a service and reuse it in other projects. This book starts with Symfony concepts such as
bundles, routing, twig, doctrine, and more, taking you through the request/response life
cycle. You will then proceed to set up development, test, and deployment environments
in AWS. Then you will create reliable projects using Behat and Mink, and design
business logic, cover authentication, and authorization steps in a security checking
process. You will be walked through concepts such as DependencyInjection, service
containers, and services, and go through steps to create customized commands for
Symfony's console. Finally, the book covers performance optimization and the use of
Varnish and Memcached in our project, and you are treated with the creation of
database agnostic bundles and best practices. Style and approach A step-by-step
guide to mastering Symfony while developing a task management application. Each
chapter comes with detailed examples.
Master Drupal 8's new Twig templating engine to create fun and fast websites with
simple steps to help you move from concept to completion About This Book Create
beautiful responsive Drupal 8 websites using Twig Quickly master theme
administration, custom block layouts, views, and the Twig template structure A step-bystep guide to the most common approaches in web design Who This Book Is For This
book is intended for front-end developers, designers, and anyone who is generally
interested in learning all the new features of Drupal 8 theming. Discover what has
changed from Drupal 7 to Drupal 8 and immerse yourself in the new Twig PHP
templating engine. Familiarity with HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and the Drupal Admin
interface would be helpful. Prior experience with setting up and configuring a
standalone development environment is required as we will be working with PHP and
MySQL. What You Will Learn Navigate the Drupal 8 Admin interface Build custom block
layouts with reusable and fieldable blocks Create subthemes based on the Bartik and
Classy base themes Construct a responsive theme with Twitter Bootstrap Work with the
new Twig PHP templating engine Configure Drupal for Twig debugging Enable
preprocessing of Twig variables Develop a theme from scratch following a step-by-step
project outline In Detail Drupal 8 is an open source content management system and
powerful framework that helps deliver great websites to individuals and organizations,
including non-profits, commercial, and government around the globe. This new release
has been built on top of object-oriented PHP and includes more than a handful of
improvements such as a better user experience, cleaner HTML5 markup, a new
templating engine called Twig, multilingual capabilities, new configuration management,
and effortless content authoring. Drupal 8 will quickly become the new standard for
deploying content to both the web and mobile applications. However, with so many new
changes, it can quickly become overwhelming knowing where to start and how to
quickly. Starting from the bottom up, we will install, set up, and configure Drupal 8. We'll
navigate the Admin interface so you can learn how to work with core themes and create
new custom block layouts. Walk through a real-world project to create a Twig theme
from concept to completion while adopting best practices to implement CSS
frameworks and JavaScript libraries. We will see just how quick and easy it is to create
beautiful, responsive Drupal 8 websites while avoiding the common mistakes that many
front-end developers make. Style and approach Drupal 8 Theming with Twig is
intended for front-end developers, designers, and anyone who is generally interested in
learning all the new features of Drupal 8 theming. Discover what has changed from
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Drupal 7 to Drupal 8 and immerse yourself in the new Twig PHP templating engine.
Familiarity with HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and the Drupal Admin interface would be
helpful. Prior experience with setting up and configuring a standalone development
environment is required as we will be working with PHP and MySQL.
[Updated 2019.12.26] Works with Django 2 and 3! Learn how to build and deploy web
applications with Python and Django. Key Features Beginner-friendly function-based
approach. Covers all essential concepts. Table of Contents Creating A Django Project
Creating Apps Templates Static Files (CSS) Models ForeignKey And Dates Forms With
ModelForm Authentication Authorization Tagging Pagination Images Context
processors: Latest posts Styling With Sass Deployment: Digitalocean (PostgeSQL,
Nginx, Gunicorn) Deployment: Heroku Amazon S3 Storage And CloudFront
Real examples written in PHP showcasing DDD Architectural Styles, Tactical Design,
and Bounded Context Integration About This Book Focuses on practical code rather
than theory Full of real-world examples that you can apply to your own projects Shows
how to build PHP apps using DDD principles Who This Book Is For This book is for
PHP developers who want to apply a DDD mindset to their code. You should have a
good understanding of PHP and some knowledge of DDD. This book doesn't dwell on
the theory, but instead gives you the code that you need. What You Will Learn Correctly
design all design elements of Domain-Driven Design with PHP Learn all tactical
patterns to achieve a fully worked-out Domain-Driven Design Apply hexagonal
architecture within your application Integrate bounded contexts in your applications Use
REST and Messaging approaches In Detail Domain-Driven Design (DDD) has arrived
in the PHP community, but for all the talk, there is very little real code. Without being in
a training session and with no PHP real examples, learning DDD can be challenging.
This book changes all that. It details how to implement tactical DDD patterns and gives
full examples of topics such as integrating Bounded Contexts with REST, and DDD
messaging strategies. In this book, the authors show you, with tons of details and
examples, how to properly design Entities, Value Objects, Services, Domain Events,
Aggregates, Factories, Repositories, Services, and Application Services with PHP.
They show how to apply Hexagonal Architecture within your application whether you
use an open source framework or your own. Style and approach This highly practical
book shows developers how to apply domain-driven design principles to PHP. It is full
of solid code examples to work through.
Whether you’re sharing data between two internal systems or building an API so users
can access their data, this practical book provides everything you need to build web
service APIs with PHP. Author Lorna Jane Mitchell uses code samples, real-world
examples, and advice based on her extensive experience to guide you through the
process—from the underlying theory to methods for making your service robust. PHP is
ideally suited for both consuming and creating web services. You’ll learn how to use
this language with JSON, XML, and other web service technologies. Explore HTTP,
from the request/response cycle to its verbs, headers, and cookies Determine whether
JSON or XML is the best data format for your application Get practical advice for
working with RPC, SOAP, and RESTful services Use a variety of tools and techniques
for debugging HTTP web services Choose the service that works best for your
application, and learn how to make it robust Learn how to document your API—and how
to design it to handle errors
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Practical Symfony 2 takes you through the process of building an application using the
popular Symfony 2 PHP framework. While reading the book, you will build your own
forum application, which makes you use every part of the framework. You will gain a
strong understanding of the ins and outs of Symfony and what makes it so powerful.
When you have finished the book, you will be able to build any application you want
using the Symfony 2 framework. You will learn the basics of building your first Symfony
page, using the Twig templating engine to style your page and getting the lowdown on
Symfony's Controllers. You will use Doctrine to map a database to your project and
learn how to query it for specific information. We also look at the essential topics of
testing and security, using PHPUnit to set up tests, and learning how to validate input
and to authenticate users. We close the book by looking at internationalization and
translating your site to reach the most users. What you’ll learn How to build an
application using the Symfony 2 framework The basics of the MVC-model (Model-ViewController) What an ORM is and how to use Doctrine-ORM Using the Twig templating
engine to make your life easier How to check if changes introduced new bugs, by using
PHPUnit How to make your application faster, using caching strategies Who this book
is for Practical Symfony 2 is written for PHP-developers, who want to know, what the
Symfony 2 framework has to offer them. By putting theory to practice right away, you
will get to know everything you need, while building your own forum software.
Harness the power of Drupal 8 to create enterprise-grade, highly scalable websites
About This Book Build complete, complex websites with no prior knowledge of web
development entirely using the intuitive Drupal user interface Ensure your sites are
modern, responsive and mobile-friendly through utilizing the full features available in
Drupal 8 Quickly master theme administration, custom block layouts, views, and the
Twig template structure Who This Book Is For This course is suitable for web
developers, designers, as well as web administrators who are keen on building modern,
scalable websites using Drupal 8 and its wide range of new features What You Will
Learn Set up a local “stack” development environment and install your first Drupal 8
site Find out what is available in the Drupal 8 core Integrate third-party front-end and
back-end libraries with Drupal Understand the plugin system that powers many of
Drupal 8's new APIs to extend its functionality Build custom block layouts with reusable
and fieldable blocks Work with the new Twig PHP templating engine Develop a theme
from scratch following a step-by-step project outline In Detail This Drupal 8 course
takes you through the journey of building, extending, and customizing websites to build
highly scalable and enterprise-ready websites. The first part—Learning Drupal 8—takes
you step by step through building a Drupal 8 website. You will start with the basics,
such as setting up a local “stack” development environment and installing your first
Drupal 8 site, then we move on to image and media handling and extending Drupal
modules. This section will help you get to grips with the modular nature of Drupal, and
you'll learn how to extend it by adding new functionalities to create your new modules.
After learning to develop and manage a modern and responsive website using Drupal
8, you'll start exploring different techniques to take advantage of the new Drupal 8
features. The next module—Drupal 8 Development Cookbook—is your go-to guide to
experimenting with all of Drupal 8's features through helpful recipes. You will explore
techniques to customize and configure the Drupal environment, create blocks and
custom modules, as well as make your web apps responsive by harnessing the mobilePage 10/17
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first feature of Drupal 8. This module will also show you how to incorporate multilingual
facilities in your sites, use web services and third-party plugins with your applications
from inside Drupal 8, and test and deploy your apps. In the third part—Drupal 8 Theming
with Twig—you will master Drupal 8's new Twig templating engine to customize the look
and feel of your website. This section will walk you through a real-world project to
create a Twig theme from concept to completion while adopting best practices to
implement CSS frameworks and JavaScript libraries. You will see just how quick and
easy it is to create beautiful, responsive Drupal 8 websites while avoiding the common
mistakes that many front-end developers make. By the end, you will have learned how
to develop, manage, extend, and customize an enterprise-level website. This Learning
Path combines some of the best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated
package. It includes content from the following Packt products: Learning Drupal 8 by
Nick Abbott and Richard Jones Drupal 8 Development Cookbook by Matt Glaman
Drupal 8 Theming with Twig by Chaz Chumley Style and approach This course offers a
thorough coverage of developing, managing, extending, and designing highly scalable
websites using the Drupal 8 platform. Filled with practical examples and recipes, this
course is a great combination of example-driven learning complemented by interesting
techniques to take advantage of the Drupal platform.
What sets Laravel apart from other PHP web frameworks? Speed and simplicity, for starters.
This rapid application development framework and its ecosystem of tools let you quickly build
new sites and applications with clean, readable code. Fully updated to cover Laravel 5.8, the
second edition of this practical guide provides the definitive introduction to one of today’s
mostpopular web frameworks. Matt Stauffer, a leading teacher and developer in the Laravel
community, delivers a high-level overview and concrete examples to help experienced PHP
web developers get started with this framework right away. This updated edition also covers
Laravel Dusk and Horizon and provides information about community resources and other
noncore Laravel packages. Dive into features, including: Blade, Laravel’s powerful custom
templating tool Tools for gathering, validating, normalizing, and filtering user-provideddata The
Eloquent ORM for working with application databases The role of the Illuminate request object
in the application lifecycle PHPUnit, Mockery, and Dusk for testing your PHP code Tools for
writing JSON and RESTful APIs Interfaces for filesystem access, sessions, cookies, caches,
and search Tools for implementing queues, jobs, events, and WebSocket event publishing
If you’re a web programmer, your experiences have taught you certain lessons—and only some
of them apply well to Drupal. Drupal has its own set of programming principles that require a
different approach, and many programmers make mistakes when relying on skills they’ve
used for other projects. This book will show you which programming techniques you can
use—and which you should avoid—when building web applications with this popular content
management framework. Updated to cover both Drupal 7 and Drupal 8, the guidelines in this
book demonstrate which programming practices conform to the "Drupal way" and which don’t.
The book also serves as an excellent guide for Drupal 7 programmers looking to make the
transition to Drupal 8. Get an overview of Drupal, including Drupal core and add-on modules
and themes Learn Drupal’s basic programming principles, such as the ability to customize
behavior and output with hooks Compare Drupal 7 and Drupal 8 programming methods, APIs,
and concepts Discover common Drupal programming mistakes—and why hacking is one of
them Explore specific areas where you can put your programming skills to work Learn about
the new object-oriented Drupal 8 API, including plugins and services
The only source of GMAT questions from past GMAT exams GMAT Official Guide 2020 is the
definitive study guide from Graduate Management Admission Council, the makers of the
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GMAT exam. It contains over 1,000 real GMAT questions from past exams with detailed
answer explanations that provide insight on how to approach each question from the
prospective of the test maker. You’ll also get access to the GMAT Online Question Bank,
customizable study tools, and a new mobile app for practicing on the go – even when you’re
not connected to the internet. Prepare for test day with guidance on what is – and what isn’t –
tested on the GMAT exam and personalize your own learning experience with the GMAT
Official Guide 2020. Inside, you’ll find: An overview of the GMAT exam to familiarize yourself
with its content and format Over 100 more questions than included with the 2019 edition of this
guide Detailed answer explanations for each exam question Actual essay topics, sample
responses, and scoring information Comprehensive grammar and math review Questions
organized in order of difficulty – easiest to hardest – to help focus your study Online access to
all questions – plus additional Integrated Reasoning questions – via the GMAT Online Question
Bank, where you can build your own practice sets and test your skills Preparation pays off. Get
the GMAT Official Guide 2020 and start studying today! This product includes print book with a
unique code to access the GMAT Online Question Bank and mobile app.
Apply design principles to your classes, preparing them for reuse. You will use package design
principles to create packages that are just right in terms of cohesion and coupling, and are
user- and maintainer-friendly at the same time. The first part of this book walks you through the
five SOLID principles that will help you improve the design of your classes. The second part
introduces you to the best practices of package design, and covers both package cohesion
principles and package coupling principles. Cohesion principles show you which classes
should be put together in a package, when to split packages, and if a combination of classes
may be considered a "package" in the first place. Package coupling principles help you choose
the right dependencies and prevent wrong directions in the dependency graph of your
packages. What You'll Learn Apply the SOLID principles of class design Determine if classes
belong in the same package Know whether it is safe for packages to depend on each other
Who This Book Is For Software developers with a broad range of experience in the field, who
are looking for ways to reuse,share, and distribute their code
Mastering Drupal can lead to a mighty website - discover what Drupal 8 can really do with
hidden techniques, best practices, and more! About This Book The most up-to-date advanced
practical guide on Drupal 8 with an in-depth look at all the advanced new features such as
authoring, HTML markup, built-in web services, and more If you are looking to dive deep into
Drupal 8 and create industry-standard web apps, then this is the ideal book for you All the code
and examples are explained in great detail to help you in the development process Who This
Book Is For This book is ideally suited to web developers, designers, and web administrators
who want to dive deep into Drupal. Previous experience with Drupal is a must to unleash the
full potential of this book. What You Will Learn Discover how to better manage content using
custom blocks and views Display content in multiple ways, taking advantage of display modes
Create custom modules with YAML and Symfony 2 Easily translate content using the new
multilingual capabilities Use RESTful services and JavaScript frameworks to build headless
websites Manage Drupal configuration from one server to another easily In Detail Drupal is an
open source content management system trusted by governments and organizations around
the globe to run their websites. It brings with it extensive content authoring tools, reliable
performance, and a proven track record of security. The community of more than 1,000,000
developers, designers, editors, and others have developed and maintained a wealth of
modules, themes, and other add-ons to help you build a dynamic web experience. Drupal 8 is
the latest release of the Drupal built on the Symfony2 framework. This is the largest change to
the Drupal project in its history. The entire API of Drupal has been rebuilt using Symfony and
everything from the administrative UI to themes to custom module development has been
affected. This book will cover everything you need to plan and build a complete website using
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Drupal 8. It will provide a clear and concise walkthrough of the more than 200 new features
and improvements introduced in Drupal core. In this book, you will learn advanced site building
techniques, create and modify themes using Twig, create custom modules using the new
Drupal API, explore the new REST and Multilingual functionality, import, and export
Configuration, and learn how to migrate from earlier versions of Drupal. Style and approach
This book takes a practical approach with equal emphasis on examples and illustrative
screenshots.
Looking to select a web content management system (CMS), but confused about the
promises, terminology, and buzzwords? Do you want to understand content management
without having to dive into the underlying programming? This book provides a clear, unbiased
overview of the entire CMS ecosystem—from platforms to implementations—in a language- and
platform-agnostic manner for project managers, executives, and new developers alike. Author
Deane Barker, a CMS consultant with almost two decades of experience, helps you explore
many different systems, technologies, and platforms. By the end of the book, you’ll have the
knowledge necessary to make decisions about features, architectures, and implementation
methods to ensure that your project solves the right problems. Learn what content is, how to
compare different systems, and what the roles of a CMS team are Understand how a modern
CMS models and aggregates content, coordinates workflow, and manages assets Explore the
scope and structure of a CMS implementation project Learn the process and best practices for
successfully running your CMS implementation Examine the practice of migrating web content,
and learn how to work with an external CMS integrator
Get your code under control in a series of small, specific steps About This Book Learn to
extract and replace legacy artifacts, Improve your application from the ground up while keeping
your codebase fully operational, Improve the quality of your legacy applications. Who This
Book Is For PHP developers from all skill levels will be able to get value from this book and will
be able to transform their spaghetti code applications to clean, modular applications. If you are
in the midst of a legacy refactor or you find yourself in a state of despair caused by the code
you have inherited, this is the book for you. All you need is to have PHP 5.0 installed, and
you're all set to change the way you maintain and deploy your code! What You Will Learn
Replace global and new with dependency injection Extract SQL statements to gateways
Convert action logic to controllers Remove repeated logic in page scripts Create maintainable
PHP code from crufty legacy PHP In Detail Have you noticed that your legacy PHP application
is composed of page scripts placed directly in the document root of the web server? Or, do
your page scripts, along with any other classes and functions, combine the concerns of model,
view, and controller into the same scope? Is the majority of the logical flow incorporated as
include files and global functions rather than class methods? Working with such a legacy
application feels like dragging your feet through mud, doesn't it?This book will show you how to
modernize your application in terms of practice and technique, rather than in terms of using
tools like frameworks and libraries, by extracting and replacing its legacy artifacts. We will use
a step-by-step approach, moving slowly and methodically, to improve your application from the
ground up. We'll show you how dependency injection can replace both the new and global
dependencies. We'll also show you how to change the presentation logic to view files and the
action logic to a controller. Moreover, we'll keep your application running the whole time. Each
completed step in the process will keep your codebase fully operational with higher quality.
When we are done, you will be able to breeze through your code like the wind. Your code will
be autoloaded, dependency-injected, unit-tested, layer-separated, and front-controlled. Most of
the very limited code we will add to your application is specific to this book. We will be
improving ourselves as programmers, as well as improving the quality of our legacy
application. Style and approach This book gives developers an easy-to-follow, practical and
powerful process to bring their applications up to a modern baseline. Each step in the book is
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practical, self-contained and moves you closer to the end goal you seek: maintainable code.
As you follow the exercises in the book, the author almost anticipates your questions and you
will have the answers, ready to be implemented on your project.
Over 60 hands-on recipes that get you acquainted with Drupal 8's features and help you
harness its powerAbout This Book- Discover the enhanced content authoring experience that
comes with Drupal 8 and how to customize it- Take advantage of the broadened multilingual
and tools of the new version to provide an internationalized website- This step-by-step guide
will show you how to deploy from development, staging, and production of a website with
Drupal 8's brand new configuration management systemWho This Book Is ForThis book is for
those have been working with Drupal, such as site builders, back-end developers, and frontend developers, and who are eager to see what awaits when they start using Drupal 8What
You Will Learn- Extend Drupal through contributed or custom modules and themes- Develop
an internationalized website with Drupal's multilingual tools- Integrate third-party front-end and
back-end libraries with Drupal- Turn Drupal into a web services provider using REST- Create a
mobile-first responsive Drupal application- Run SimpleTest and PHPUnit to test DrupalUnderstand the plugin system that powers many of Drupal 8's new APIs to extend its
functionality- Get to grips with the mechanics of the configuration management system and the
ability to import and export site configurationIn DetailBegan as a message board, Drupal today
is open source software maintained and developed by a community of over 1,000,000 users
and developers. Drupal is used by numerous local businesses to global corporations and
diverse organizations all across the globe. With Drupal 8?s recent release and the exciting
features it brings, this book will be your go-to guide to experimenting with all of these features
through helpful recipes.We'll start by showing you how to customize and configure the Drupal
environment as per your requirements, as well as how to install third-party libraries and then
use them in the Drupal environment. Then we will move on to creating blocks and custom
modules with the help of libraries. We will show you to use the latest mobile-first feature of
Drupal 8, which will help you make your apps responsive across all the major platforms. This
book will also show you how to incorporate multilingual facilities in your sites, use web services
and third-party plugins with your applications from inside Drupal 8, and test and deploy your
appsStyle and approachThis practical, recipe-based book will provide you with actionable
techniques and methods to improve your existing Drupal development skills. It will get you
started with Drupal 8 and will be your reference guide to building new applications with Drupal.

Design, develop, and deploy feature-rich, high-performance PHP web
applications using the Symfony framework.
How many times did you hear the excuse ""works on my machine""? With
Vagrant, this stays in the past. Your environments will be exactly the way you
want them to be, targeting specific projects for different needs. As easy as
cloning a repository and running ""vagrant up."" This book covers from basic to
advanced concepts on Vagrant, including important ProTips to improve your
Vagrant projects and avoid common mistakes. Vagrant Cookbook comes with
quick guides to the 3 most used Vagrant provisioners: Puppet, Ansible and Chef.
Following the guide, a practical example will show you how to provision a basic
web server with Nginx + PHP5-FPM (PHP 5.5+).
I've written A Year With Symfony for you, a developer who will work with
Symfony2 for more than a month (and probably more than a year). You may
have started reading your way through the official documentation ("The Book"),
the cookbook, some blogs, or an online tutorial. You know now how to create a
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Symfony2 application, with routing, controllers, entities or documents, Twig
templates and maybe some unit tests. But after these basic steps, some
concerns will raise about... The reusability of your code - How should you
structure your code to make it reusable in a future project? Or even in the same
project, but with a different view or in a console command? The quality of the
internal API you have knowingly or unknowingly created - What can you do to
ensure that your team members will understand your code, and will use it in the
way it was meant to be used? How can you make your code flexible enough to
be used in situations resembling the one you wrote it for? The level of security of
your application - Symfony2 and Doctrine seem to automatically make you
invulnerable for well-known attacks on your web application, like XSS, CSRF and
SQL injection attacks. But can you completely rely on the framework? And what
steps should you take to fix some of the remaining issues? The inner workings of
Symfony2 - When you take one step further from creating just controllers and
views, you will soon need to know more about the HttpKernel which is the heart
of a Symfony2 application. How does it know what controller should be used, and
which template? And how can you override any decision that's made while
handling a request?
Take advantage of Drupal’s vast collection of community-contributed modules
and discover how they make this web framework unique and valuable. With this
guide, you’ll learn how to combine modules in interesting ways (with minimal
code-wrangling) to develop several community-driven websites— including a job
posting board, photo gallery, online store, product review database, and event
calendar. The second edition focuses on Drupal 7, the latest version of this open
source system. Each project spans an entire chapter, with step-by-step "recipes"
to help you build out the precise functionality the site requires. With this book,
developers new to Drupal will gain experience through a hands-on introduction,
and experienced Drupal developers will learn real-world best practices. Learn
Drupal’s concepts and building blocks, and how everything works together Hit
the ground running—build your first Drupal site hands-on Explore solutions that
meet each project’s requirements, and discover why specific modules were
selected Understand the projects through case studies, including the client’s
needs and desires Learn how to configure modules with a bird’s-eye view of how
they work Discover new modules, including Drupal Commerce, Media, and
Workbench
A fast-paced developer's guide to using Symfony2 to make your everyday web
development work more efficient About This Book Build web applications with the
latest features of Symfony2 Focus on common tasks such as creating CRUD,
creating an API, and providing a login Install and configure Symfony2 and
evaluate it for your everyday needs Who This Book Is For This book is aimed at
experienced programmers, especially those familiar with a closely related
technology such as Yii or Laravel, but who now want to learn Symfony quickly.
This book will also prove beneficial for experienced PHP developers who want to
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explore and evaluate new frameworks and their possibilities in day-to-day tasks.
What You Will Learn Familiarise yourself with the Symfony framework, its latest
features, and how to install it Discover the concept of bundles and their
application Handle translations within Symfony, enable translations, and learn
how to handle database translations Understand Symfony's security model, how
to secure applications, and implement a custom authentication provider by using
FOSUserBundle Explore the use of Twig, find best practices around its usage,
and discover its common pitfalls Create internal commands that will handle
sending e-mail reminders for your app Develop a plugin for the profiler to provide
custom information about your application Deploy applications based on
Symfony2 using various methods including simple FTP copying, rsync, CI
deployment, and more In Detail Symfony is a free and open source PHP MVC
web application development framework, which helps you create and maintain
web applications and replace recurrent coding tasks. It integrates with an
independent library, PHPUnit, to give you a rich testing framework. It is one of the
best and most popular frameworks available on the market. Popular projects
such as Drupal, Laravel, and phpBB also use Symfony. Its well-organized
structure, clean code, and good programming practices make web development
a breeze. Symfony2 Essentials will guide you through the process of creating a
sample web application with Symfony2. You will create a To-Do application,
using a few of the most commonly used Symfony2 components, and discover
how to perform these development tasks efficiently. This book introduces you to
the Symfony framework with a quick installation guide and a brief explanation of
its key features including the MVC architecture, twig templating, dependency
injection, and more. You will learn to manage dependencies, create controllers,
views, and API calls, and secure your application. Next, you will go through the
steps that are common for most web applications, which include writing CRUD
and AJAX, handling forms, validation, translations, and the command-line
interface, and e-mail sending features. The book ends with best practices,
debugging, profiling, and deployment procedures. By the end of this book, you
will have learned how to combine a Symfony2 framework with other open source
code to speed up the development process. Style and approach A fast-paced,
step-by-step guide with examples on how to write the most common pieces of
code while developing typical web applications with Symfony.
Successfully architect a Drupal 8 website that scales to meet project
requirements of any size and scope. Starting with a one-chapter review of Drupal
basics, you'll dive into deeper topics including software development processes,
architecting a Drupal site, scaling Drupal, working effectively with themes, and
more. In addition to a thorough discussion of custom module development and
how to develop modules as building blocks, you'll also review many common
ways of integrating Drupal with other 3rd party systems. Building and maintaining
an enterprise-ready Drupal website presents a unique set of challenges and
complexities. From development processes and content management to
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deployments, version control and more, all aspects of Drupal development are
impacted when two or more developers are on a project. If you are involved in a
Drupal project that requires frequent updates and long-term support from a team
of developers, system administrators, and end-users, Enterprise Drupal 8
Development is for you. Whether you're an experienced Drupal developer looking
to expand your skills, a systems administrator managing a Drupal project, or a
PHP developer new to Drupal, Enterprise Drupal 8 Development will give you the
knowledge and inspiration you need to manage large and complex projects.
What You'll Learn Architect Drupal for development teams and apply best
practices for large Drupal projects Integrate 3rd party applications with Drupal
Manage content, code, and configuration across multiple staging environments
Build a consistent user experience for administrators and content creators Who
This Book Is For The primary audience is intermediate to advanced Drupal
developers who are working on large-scale Drupal projects and advanced PHP
developers new to Drupal The secondary audience is IT Professionals such as
Systems Administrators managing Drupal projects
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